
August 2018 

 August again was a struggle with volunteers to help with the cash registers.We did manage 

however, I used a couple of the Yes people to run the cash and we experienced errors and shortages. 

With a lack of help with pickups I have had to go out myself with Desmond to keep up and stay on top of 

things. Albert has hurt his back and Henry Blekkenhorst is away until Oct. We are fortunate that Hank 

Makkinga has stepped up to drive although I will only have 1 person to help with pickups as Hank cannot 

lift. So we need to establish a crew that can be depended on for Tuesday or another day of the week. 

Starting sept 11 we do not have sufficient help that can lift as Colton is back to school. 

As of the end of august we have 2 Yes employees for the month of sept at 35 hours per week at 100 % 

coverage we have had some really good help thru the summer and some less than good but overall we 

have managed to get some jobs done. The pile of clothing bags is greatly reduced and all of the summer 

stock is either on the floor or bagged to go to Clothesline. We are planning another super sort in sept to 

give the store a makeover clean and organize . The last time we had 25 people out and had volunteers 

that normally could not work during the day. Most had fun doing this and Gerald supplied the goodies at 

no charge. End result was very positive! 

Desmond is still working and is not going back to school so is available if we would like to keep him on. 

He is good to have around as he sells things and helps with pickups and deliveries, also good at lifting 

things, loading and unloading, checking furniture and beds for bedbugs.. The truck window which had 

been kicked in a couple of weeks ago has been fixed by Dave at Langen Glass.The truck is now parked 

directly behind the sorting area now. 

It appears that all of the carpet at Wilco is sold (just waiting on payment) we will end up with $1800 

when we give Teen Challenge their share. The person who is purchasing will get a pole that attaches to a 

fork lift to load into a trailer so we will not be lifting the rolls. This should happen thursday sept 6. 

Holmes roofing is working on the roof as of sept 4th. 

NYS gave us 3 large pizzas in august at no charge ( $83.00 value) that was not expected. 

We are going to attempt to clean out the showroom again and convert it to hi end merchandise that can 

be viewed only with a manager and it will be locked at all times. This product will also be advertized on 

Kijiji and other media. 

In the near future I would like to install slatwall behind the tills to give us more room back there.and give 

us a better look and  more flexibility of displays 

We have a lot of display merchandise , lockers and other retail displays that will be going on Kijiji soon as 

well so that we can gain room in the basement.  

If anyone can recommend any helpers please let me know. 


